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Introduction n 

Groundd state reactions between ions and molecules in the gas phase have been 

studiedd extensively by use of various experimental methods, in particular 

Flowingg Afterglow (FA) [1-3] and Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance-

(FT-ICR)) mass spectrometry [4,5]. These studies have provided a wealth of 

informationn and a detailed knowledge on ion/molecule reaction mechanisms 

andd kinetics [6-13], ion structures [14,15] and thermodynamic properties. In this 

realmm proton transfer reactions constitute one of the most fundamental chemical 

reactionss together with electron transfer reactions [16,18]. A large amount of 

thee studies involved the intra- and intermolecular proton transfer reactions in 

solutionn [18-21]. A smaller part is devoted to intra- and intermolecular proton 

transferr reactions in the gas phase [22,23]. 

Muchh less is known, however, about the change in reactivity of excited ions in 

ion/moleculee reactions in the gas phase. Yet very legitimate questions are 

whetherr the reactivity of an excited ion increases and if so, how much more 

reactivee will be an excited ion compared to its ground state partner? For 

example,, the gas-phase reactivity of a number of small excited ions, such as 

NO+,, 02^, HCr and HCO+ has been investigated using the ion monitoring 

techniquee [24-26]. This technique [24,25] monitors chemically the internal 

energyy of excited ions by an ion/molecule reaction, which thermodynamically is 

allowedd only for excited ions, and enables in this way to determine the 

reactivityy differences between excited and ground state ions. Knowledge of 

suchh reactivity differences is very important, if not essential, for areas such as 
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atmosphericc chemistry [27] or to understand processes involved in the 

vaporizationn and protonation of analyte molecules surrounded by matrix 

moleculess in matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDI -

TOF)) mass spectrometers [28-34]. MALDI is presently widely applied in the 

analysiss of large molecules [28,29], but the mechanism(s) of ionization is (are) 

nott yet fully understood. Protonation of the analyte molecules has been 

proposedd to occur in the gas phase by reaction of the electronically excited 

matrixx molecules with ground state analyte molecules [30]. Recent studies 

proposee multicenter excitation of matrix molecules and charge transfer from 

neutrall  excited matrix molecules to other neutral molecules whereby the 

generatedd charged matrix species subsequently protonate the analyte [33-35]. 

Inn such studies it is desirable to know the excited states present, the relaxation 

pathways,, decay times and the mechanisms of excitation. For example, 

excitationn of ions can be achieved in several ways, that is by collisional 

excitation,, in which collisional energy transforms into vibrational energy, by 

heatingg or by electronic excitation with use of photons from a lamp or laser. 

Experimentss involving laser light excitation have an advantage over other 

methodss of excitation because the energy input and therefore the excited state 

fromfrom which relaxation occurs is defined much more precisely. If the electronic 

statess are known in detail, one can then possibly determine the most relevant 

relaxationn and/or reaction pathways. To perform reactions with ions in an 

excitedd state, such as proton transfer to an appropriate neutral molecule, it is 

importantt to generate the ions in an excited state which is long-lived because 

protonn transfer is usually slow compared to radiative- and collisional relaxation. 

Too provide evidence that the intermolecular reaction occurs between the ion in 

ann excited state and the neutral molecule, first it must be shown that an excited 

statee of the ion exists between its dissociation limit and its ground state. This is 

nott easy in the absence of any spectroscopical data for the ions studied in the 
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presentt thesis! The previous paragraphs undoubtedly show the complexity of 

studyingg the bimolecular chemistry of excited ions in the gas phase. Yet, the 

motivationn for the studies described in this thesis originates from the interest in 

atmosphericc chemistry and MALDI mass spectrometry, where light interacts 

withh ions leading to a practically unexplored area of the bimolecular chemistry 

off  light-excited species in the gas phase. 

Chapterr 2 of the thesis describes the instrumentation used for the experiments 

andd the kinetic schemes associated with the unimolecular and bimolecular 

chemistryy of the laser-light excited ions. In chapter 3 the influence of light upon 

thee proton transfer capability of protonated naphthalene, an even electron 

system,, is examined. To this end, the so called 'bracketing method', normally 

usedd to determine ground state proton affinities of gas phase (radical) ions, has 

beenn used for measuring the difference in proton transfer capability of the 

groundd state and excited state gas phase protonated naphthalene species. 

Chapterr 4 deals with the difference in proton transfer capability of the ground 

statee and excited indene radical cation, being an odd electron system. Also the 

'bracketingg method' has been used to determine the difference in proton transfer 

capabilityy of the ground state and excited indene radical cation. Finally, in 

chapterr 5 the ratio of the collisional relaxation rate and the rate of protonation 

off  a base is determined for the excited indene radical cation. The results of 

chapterss 3, 4 and 5 are discussed in the epilogue (chapter 6) to give some ideas, 

possiblyy as a starting point for further research in this yet unexplored area of the 

gas-phasee chemistry of light-excited ions. 
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